
chocoMe just added 7 more awards to their collection  
at this year’s Academy of Chocolate Awards show
The Hungarian chocolate manufactory received it’s 39th award
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The Hungarian chocoMe company - known for their unforgettable flavoures and chocolate creations - 

continues it’s success story: the manufactory returned home from the prestigious Academy of Chocolate 

Awards  with another set of international honours 1 Gold, 4 Silver and 2 Bronze. The  ceremony took place in 

London on July 19, where the founder of chocoMe Gábor Mészáros  received the awards personally. chocoMe, known 

for their creations popular world-wide became the owner of 39 international professional awards. This year’s 

award-winning flavours (among many others) and the new favourites of real gourmands were the caramelized 

macadamia, silky blonde chocolate and the candied fruit pieces dipped in dark chocolate. 

Award-winning Entrée products: 

Award-winning Voilé products:

Award-winning Raffinée products: 

Information: 

chocoMe Kft.
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www.chocome.hu

ORIGINAL
ARTISAN CHOCOLATE

Gold: chocoMe Entrée BL104

Valrhona 32% blond chocolate - Grounded Yirga coffee beans 

from Ethiopia - Piemonte Hazelnuts - Freeze-dried caramel

Silver: chocoMe Entrée BL101

Valrhona 32% blond chocolate - Maldon sea salt

Black sesame - Almond

Bronze: chocoMe Voilé VL103

Candied ginger coated with dark chocolate

Silver: chocoMe Voilé BL105

Valrhona 32% blond chocolate 

Black sea salt - Pecans - Cashews

Bronze: chocoMe Voilé BL102

Valrhona 32% blond chocolate - Tonka beans

Almond - Ground cocoa beans

Silver: chocoMe Raffinée RF112

Cantonese macadamia nut coated with 

blonde chocolate and tonka beans

Silver: chocoMe Voilé VL102

Candied Spanish orange peel coated with dark chocolate 

and spiced with cinnamon and clove

Based on this year’s success, it’s once again been proven that the spirit in which these products are made and the 

struggle to create perfect chocolates is in full accordance with the  mission of the Academy of Chocolate Awards. 

Gábor Mészaros - similarly to the masters at the Chocolate Academy of London - pays carefully attention to the 

smallest details. This devotion and passion gives birth to all the sensuous chocolate creations that enchanted 

everyone on a national and international level and can make any and every occasion special and alluring.

All the awarded chocoMe chocolates can be purchased here ONLINE STORE

ABOUT THE ACADEMY OF CHOCOLATE

The Academy of Chocolate was established in 2005, in London with the sole purpose to serve as a forum to true 

quality chocolate consumption, for the products made with the best ingredients, the best plantations, and for 

fair commercial principles. Members of the Academy are the most renowned chocolate makers and gastronomy 

experts who hold the Academy of Chocolate Awards contest annually, where the best chocolate makers compare 

their skills.

http://store.chocome.hu/szakmai/index.php

